Sixty-five percent of bank executives believe fraud monitoring is their bank’s biggest challenge.*

VERIFY CUSTOMERS INSTANTLY

Authenticating customer identity remains as important as ever for banks of all sizes. Whether trying to protect against forgeries – still one of the most common methods of fraud used by criminals – or complying with the requirements to “know your customer,” confirming someone’s identity is critical. Digital signature and photo ID display reduces time the teller spends authenticating customer identity.

SENTRY: Signature™ instantly displays signatures or photo IDs electronically, making the verification process fast, seamless and more effective. SENTRY: Signature™...!

• stores signatures electronically
• provides fast online display for tellers and back office personnel
• displays other pertinent customer information, such as:
  • customer ID, including driver’s license or other photo ID
  • driver’s license number
  • Social Security Number
  • special instructions
• stores and displays document images at teller line (i.e. full signature card, power of attorney)
• gives you the option to access via web browser
• allows for bank-defined triggers, such as automatic displays for threshold dollar amounts
• is compatible with most banking and teller applications

The SENTRY: Signature system offers high-resolution signature display, standard image formats, and the ability to capture signatures with signature pads, TWAIN-compatible scanners or SQN’s EasyScan Hand Scanner.

*Live poll by Fundtech Ltd., June 2011
SQN: SENTRY: Signature Features and Benefits

In addition to reducing fraud by quickly providing bank personnel with signature and photo ID displays, the use of SENTRY: Signature also...

- facilitates a more effective payment decision process
- makes all signatures and photo ID available at all branch locations
- improves customer service by reducing the time customers wait in line
- integrates with back office systems to increase productivity
- saves space and time by eliminating the need to access bulky signature card files

To get started with SENTRY: Signature, SQN has conversion services available. SQN will scan your signature cards or other documents – at the bank or SQN’s office – to index and extract all signatures on file, saving bank personnel much time.

Looking for automated signature verification? Check out SQN’s SENTRY SigCheck solution.

Learn more about what SQN can offer you. Visit www.sqnbankingsystems.com

Call us at 609.261.5500 or 888.SIG.SCAN (888.744.7226)